CATALYTIC SCAVENGERS PROVIDE BROAD-SPECTRUM PROTECTION AGAINST ORGANOPHOSPHORUS NERVE AGENTS
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Efforts to develop a single enzyme capable of catalyzing the hydrolysis of a broad spectrum of organophosphorus (OP) compounds into non-toxic products have produced multiple candidate enzymes on different structural scaffolds. While protection against multiple OPs from a single enzyme has been obtained, no single enzyme has been identified that can provide protection against all G- and V-type OP nerve agents. The most promising candidate enzyme platform is the bacterially produced recombinant variant of organophosphorus hydrolase (OPH) from B. diminuta. In vivo protective efficacy of candidate OPH scavengers as prophylactics was tested in guinea pigs by administering the enzyme via a carotid catheter, followed 20 minutes later by a subcutaneous injection of increasing doses of the OP nerve agents GA, GB, GD, GF, VX, VR, or VM. A stage-wise, adaptive dosing experimental design was used to determine the median lethal dose (LD₅₀) of each OP in the context of enzyme prophylaxis. We report that a combination of two different OPH variants is capable of providing protection against at least 2 x LD₅₀ of all of the OPs tested. The results indicate that broad spectrum prophylactic protection against OP intoxication can be provided with a cocktail of two different catalytic scavengers with appropriate catalytic activity. Formulation of the enzymes to promote circulatory stability will be discussed.
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